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ABSTRACT

While the management of projects is rapidly gaining importance in the current fast pace economy, there is a growing dissatisfaction with its theoretical underpinnings. Rooted in an exploratory micro-analysis of the practices of 86 project managers, our study demonstrates that project managers engage in 10 core practices, which together imply that managing projects 1) is only partly about planning and scheduling, 2) is locally situated in specific types of projects, 3) is an activity aimed at a continuous recoupling of diverse practices, and 4) is shaped by project contexts, which act as temporary points of intersection for social practice. Together, we propose these practices form a set of building blocks for a practice-perspective of project-based organization, presenting an alternative to the theoretical paradigm currently dominating the field.
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1. Introduction

As more and more industries look for flexible ways of production in the wake of rapidly changing market environments, organization in the form of short-term projects is becoming increasingly important in the current economic landscape [1,2]. Stemming from its roots in engineering, however, there has arisen recently among organization scholars a growing discomfort with a number of theoretical assumptions present in project research (e.g. [3-5]). These assumptions concern, for instance, the role of the project manager as a planner and scheduler and the assumption that a project can be regarded as a too, and is as such highly moldable and transparent [5]. Recent research on projects, however, considers a project as “a set of organizational actors working together on a complex task over a limited period of time” [1], or temporary organizational forms [1,6]. This perspective on projects also makes forceful claims about project management, including a primary concern with people rather than tasks, descriptive rather than prescriptive theory [5], and the consideration of relations with the organizational and social context in which the project is embedded [4].

Building on this new perspective on projects, our study is based on an empirical analysis of the practices of 86 project managers and the way these form a micro-explanation for what the management of temporary organizational forms is about. We formulated the following research question to guide this study: Which practices do project managers use in daily practice, how do these relate to different kinds of project contingency factors, and how do they inform our understanding of project-based organization? As such, this endeavour is informed by the strategy-as-practice perspective, centering on a fine-grained analysis of the activities of key individuals embedded in project contexts [7,8]. On the basis of the actual activities or “praxis” of project managers, or the “practitioner” [9], we develop a framework of practices, the routines of behavior used to manage projects. Extending beyond projects alone, an understanding of such issues has been proposed to be informative for understanding the functioning of other weakly structured organizational settings as well, mostly those that are characterized by a high task interdependence and a limited time frame [10].

The present paper fits in a recent stream of work...
which views projects as temporary organizational forms [10], and builds more specifically on those studies which have acknowledged a practice gap in project research [3,11,12]. This focus on practices is different from the extant body of literature in what (project) managers actually do on a daily basis [13,14], or studies on what skills, roles, tasks, competences or characteristics make project managers effective [11,15,16]. Furthermore, we focus on the practices project managers use to manage their projects on a daily basis, rather than the social practices they use in forming project networks [17].

As such, this research contributes to the understanding of project management in a number of ways. First, we include actual project practice in project theory. Although project managers are traditionally the subject of many handbooks, these are generally based on best practice (what project managers should be doing), rather than on actual project practice (the routines of managing projects). We believe that a thorough understanding of how project managers enact their project management is important as it, for one, likely helps to better engage with project managers “out there” (who are, incidentally, with over 400,000 members in the Project Management Institute alone certainly a sizable group of people). Knowing what people currently do (i.e. actual practice) is arguably important information for anyone who seeks to change this into something else (i.e. best practice).

Our second contribution lies in the micro-perspective we adopt. Lundin and Söderholm’s [18] seminal work proposed action to be the guiding rationale underlying temporary project organizations vis-à-vis other types of organization. Although valuable, these insights did not yet elaborate how such action (i.e. human activity) would be constituted in practice. By taking the widely accepted view of practice as pertaining to situated human activities [19], rather than some of the other, more loose, applications which have positioned practices as including artifacts as well [20], we offer a micro-understanding of how action is constituted in projects. In other words, by an understanding grounded in what it is people do every day to get their work done [19], we offer an alternative to the existing project theories that are dominated by a systems perspective [11]. A third way in which our approach specifically contributes to existing work [12,21] is that our analyses are sensitive to various project contingencies, taking seriously the notion that certain practices might be specific to certain project contexts [22]. Our focus on practices in understanding project management allows for an analytical comparison of routines across project dimensions. As such, our framework composed of sets of practices provides for a more coherent basis for comparison across projects compared to the frameworks of daily activities described by leadership researchers [13, 14].

2. Theoretical Background

2.1. Project Management: The Management of Temporary Organizational Forms

Research on projects and their management has a long standing tradition, mainly in engineering (see [23] for an overview). As a theoretical field, project management dates back to Henry Gantt, and the Gantt chart which closely related to Taylor’s principles of scientific management. Now famous project planning techniques, such as CPM and PERT, were developed in the 1950s and have over the years developed both in number and in sophistication. These techniques, and the elaborate scientific tradition behind them, reflect the importance of goals, plans, schedules, and formulas in the dominant theoretical perspective adopted in project research [5]. As Söderlund [11: p. 372] has emphasized: “the project management literature generally focuses on [...] introducing work breakdown structures, Gantt-schedules, etc. [...]”. As mentioned, numerous authors have pointed toward some of the (often implicit) assumptions this “traditional paradigm works on, namely that 1) the role of the project manager is that of a planner and scheduler; 2) a project can be understood in relative isolation from its history and context; 3) every project is unique; and 4) a project is a tool, and as such highly moldable and transparent (and all of these have been demonstrated to be problematic in various degrees, [4,5,11]. As an illustration of this paradigm, Lewis [24: p. 4], for instance, defines a project as a one-time, multi-task job that has clearly defined starting and ending dates, a specific scope of work to be performed, a budget, and a specified level of performance to be achieved. From this vision of projects, the project manager is described as being one with total responsibility for ensuring that the project is completed on time, within budget, within scope, and at the desired performance level [24: p. 7].

Born from a dissatisfaction with this traditional project management paradigm, special issues by the Scandinavian Journal of Management in 1995 and Organization Studies in 2004 shook up the predominant conception of projects [18,25]. The major claim of this work and the considerable body of research which emerged since then is that projects should be re-positioned as temporary organizational forms [6,26]. This different perspective has implications in many areas, like the aforementioned primary concern with people rather than tasks and descriptive rather than prescriptive theory [5], but it has also opened the door to studying the behavior and social interactions that occur in projects [10], and learning [27] [28]. This constitutes quite a leap from what traditionally has been done in project studies, as it implies an emphasis on the more socially oriented processes that shape management [24,29,30]. Still, however, we know rela-
tively little of the micro-processes going on in such temporary organizational forms, and its link with practice is unclear [11].

2.2. A Practice Perspective on Project Management

Therefore, we suggest relating the study of projects (viewed as temporary organizational forms) to “the practice turn” in social sciences [31]. In brief, this practice turn has attracted attention to what it is people actually do [32] rather than on scientific rationalism through detachment and abstraction [9], see Johnson et al. [33] for an excellent overview of theoretical underpinnings. This entails a focus on human activity, from the minute to the extraordinary, the situation of this activity in wider institutions; and a concern for human agents and the skills and resources which inform how they perform activities [33, 31]. Practices, in this regard, revolve around the activities of people and the context in which such an activity occurs, and they are often defined as “the situated recurrent activities of human agents” [19: p. 253]. Practices closely resemble what Feldman and Pentland [34: p. 27] deem performative routines: “specific actions, by specific people in specific places and times”.

Building on a practice perspective, the work by Feldman and Pentland [34, 35] offers a novel perspective when it is applied to the management of projects. Feldman and Pentland draw attention to the fact that concepts consist of a structural, abstract side (the ostensive dimension) and of a performative dimension—the enactment of this concept in practice. We would propose that project management (a noun) in the traditional paradigm has mainly referred to the ostensive dimension, connoting elements, facts, and dispositions, whereas the performative dimension of project management (perhaps best thought of as managing projects, a verb connoting action, doing, and practice, [19] has been left relatively unexplored, even though the two recursively influence one another [36]. It is in line with this practice perspective that our empirical study of managing projects focuses on the routines that project managers undertake in their task of managing projects.

3. Methods

Because we strived for a detailed, in-depth analysis of the practices of project managers and the activity-based dynamics behind them, we opted for a qualitative methodological approach [37]. Between November 2005 and July 2006, 86 project managers were interviewed by a research team (including the authors) which was well-trained in qualitative methodology and interview techniques. All interviews lasted from 30 minutes to over 90 minutes in length, and were conducted one-on-one with the informants, often in their private offices. All but four interviews were fully tape-recorded and transcribed.

3.1. Informants

A total of 86 project managers participated in the research. An effort was made to interview informants from a variety of demographic categories. As a result, the informants interviewed ranged between ages 21 and 60, with a mean age of 43.25% of the project managers were under the age of 37, and over a third was over 50. Female project managers accounted for 10% of the project managers in our study, indicating the masculinity of the profession. Most of the participating project managers held Bachelor (39%) or Master degrees (38%), with smaller groups not having gained an advanced degree (12%), or conversely having obtained a post-graduate degree (11%). On average, the informants worked a little over 40 hours a week. Almost a third of the interviewed project managers worked 38 hours per week or less, and another third worked over 50 hours.

All informants belonged to different project ventures, and were appointed and active as a project manager at the time of the interview. We did identify, however, considerable variation in the kinds of projects that the project managers were responsible for. In line with previous literature [22, 38], we distinguished along multiple dimensions of variation between projects. The duration of the project was equally distributed over three classes: ≤6 months (N = 23), 7-15 months (N = 22), and ≥15 months (N = 20), 21 projects had an undefined duration. The second dimension referred to the uniqueness of the project tasks: unique (N = 59) or routine (N = 17), for 10 projects the uniqueness was undefined. Finally, we distinguished between the organizational status of the project: intra-organizational (N = 35) or inter-organizational (N = 47) while 4 projects combined an intra- and inter-organizational focus.

3.2. Data Collection

Our data collection focused on the work practices of project managers and was exploratory in nature. Our unit of analysis in this endeavour was the activity itself. In order to circumvent the recently expressed problems with uncovering practices in management when asked directly [39] we took the following approach. In order to probe deeper into how the general management tasks were enacted into everyday practice, participants were subsequently asked to narrate about their everyday activities by recalling a certain concrete episode, typical of their on-going project work. This approach essentially resembles the Critical Incidence Technique [40] which promotes having informants talk about concrete action by having them think of a particular series of events. The
in the process, between the concepts and evidence [44]. We employed draws mainly on the work by Strauss and Corbin [42] and Miles and Huberman [43]. This approach entails continuous comparison of data and concepts throughout the analysis phase. Since little is known about the actual day-to-day activities of project managers, our orientation toward data analysis was exploratory, with the earlier stages being more open than the later stages. The method of analysis we employed was mainly based on the work by Strauss and Corbin [42] and Miles and Huberman [43]. This approach entails continuous comparison of data and concepts throughout the analysis phase. Since in this study data analysis followed data collection, we travelled back and forth between data and emerging concepts, and, later in the process, between the concepts and evidence [44].

We commenced the content analysis by developing a crude framework on the characteristics of managing projects based on brainstorm sessions and a first reading of the interviews. This initial framework yielded a tentative list of sensitising concepts that were used to guide the analyses. In subsequent rounds of coding and analysis we allowed additional constructs to emerge from the data, rather than to be guided and constrained by specific hypotheses. Using Atlas-ti, we further developed and refined the concepts by a constant contrasting and comparing to the data, thus building a framework that described the activities and practices of managing projects. In line with our theoretical framework, the unit of analysis herein was the leader’s activity (praxis), of which we identified and coded 57 unique and meaningful ones that were mentioned in more than one interview (see Appendix). Following leading research in this terrain [19], we then aggregated and clustered these emerging activities into repertoires of practices routinely performed by project managers, and subsequently linked these to particular kinds of projects. We concluded the analysis of the interview data with a line by line reading of all transcripts for validation of our findings.

In the above analyses we achieved inter-coder reliability through switching the data between the researchers, coding transcripts independently from each other, then discussing labels and codes and then recoding the data. During this procedure, a clear stepwise procedure of coding, recoding and categorising the data was established.

The final step in our analyses concerned an examination of how the emerging practices we found might relate to specific project contingencies. We exported all practices from Atlas-ti to an SPSS database, which included for each interview whether a certain practice was present or absent, as well as the type of project it concerned. As mentioned, we distinguished in this regard between projects of short, middle and long duration, unique and repeated projects, and inter-organizational and intra-organizational projects. By inspecting associations between the practices and project-contingencies, we analyzed whether the practices of project managers we found were universal, or rather specific to specific type of projects.

4. Results: Everyday Practices

Through our data analysis we identified 10 repertoires of practices that project managers engage with in their day-to-day work. Each of these 10 practices consists of bundles of associated minute activities. We grouped the practices by different domains, in order to structure the discussion analytically: managing process, managing people, managing the environment, and managing information. Before we briefly elaborate each of the practices in these domains, it should be noted that they should not be seen as exhaustive or exclusive.

4.1. Managing Process

The first domain of practices that we identified pertains to what we deem managing process. This domain is built up from four practices, which we deem setting the pace, taking action, forecasting and budgeting. We will elaborate each of these below.

4.1.1. Setting the Pace

One of the central features of projects concerns the fact that they are temporary [18]. As such, time and temporality are highly salient aspects in project management. What we deem setting the pace (mentioned by N = 55 project managers), has to do with keeping time, setting milestones and deadlines, pacing, and ensuring entrainment with external organizational processes (see Appendix).
Finishing in time is crucial for the success of a project [6]. Setting the pace, and managing the temporal process more generally, is therefore one of the central practices in managing projects. As one informant indicates:

“In a temporary project organization you work with tight deadlines. You are a planning project manager. You write a project plan, set milestones. The deadlines that you need to make. You keep track of the planning and take care of what people should do. You have the helicopter vision. You make sure people make everything in time. [...] You are working more on the time planning than on coaching and directing the people themselves” [R84: p. 33].

Essentially, setting the pace thus refers to a range of activities that have in common the fact that project managers need to map and amend the temporal process of the project. A crucial aspect hereof concerns the setting of milestones and deadlines. One informant mentions:

“The time pressure implies a constant process of making the people aware that things need to be finished, so [I need to] set dates, and closely monitor that if things aren’t ready yet, they will be taken care of soon” [R16: p. 42].

In other words, the practice of setting the pace is about making people stick to process, about “[...] trying to generate enthusiasm, but when there is a diversion from the plan in terms of [...] time, that you call someone to account” [R30: p. 14], so that ultimately, the project deadline can be met.

4.1.2. Taking Action

What we label the practice of taking action is associated with activities such as making decisions, taking charge of the situation at hand, sanctioning, giving account, and prioritising certain processes over others (see Appendix). It was mentioned by 60 project managers.

Taking action is according to the project managers in our sample one of the core practices within project management. In many situations, project managers are faced with difficult decisions under a relentless time pressure. The following citation illustrates this:

“Some operational issues needed to be dealt with first. The time pressure was enormous, because the repository needed to be emptied and customers had to get their orders as quickly as possible. These urgent situations demand you to be very harsh. There are times that decisions need to be made and that it’s better to make a bad decision then no decision at all. Everything has to swing into action, blaming comes later. All members needed to be pushed into the right direction, members who did not see the gravity of the situation had to be convinced. In the beginning this asks for a dominant performance and frequent motivation of the members. Of course I was open to suggestions, but with the aim to solve the problem” [R62: p. 50].

But next to taking charge of decisions and problem solving, taking action also means that project managers work overtime to write proposals, and actively prioritize certain tasks over others. According to another informant, project managers have to “keep going and distinguish priorities very quickly” [R32: p. 63]. This includes focusing on some issues and disregarding others, because the short time horizon obligates project managers to take action. In other words, since they operate in often complex environments and with strict deadlines, project managers seem to take action in order to make decisions, induce action, and prioritize when necessary.

4.1.3. Forecasting

The practice that we label forecasting concerns the planning and scheduling activities that project managers engage in on a day to day basis (N = 42, see Appendix). The difference between forecasting and setting the pace mentioned above, is that forecasting has mainly to do with the future direction of where the project is headed, whereas setting the pace is concerned with the speed at which it gets there.

The importance of forecasting as pertaining to the activities by which plans and schedules become realized, is captured by one of the informants in our study as follows:

“In order to achieve that [the project goal] we draw up a project planning and on the basis of that plan, [...] the project is executed. So the guideline for the whole execution is project planning” [R30: p. 8].

According to our informants, forecasting is not only crucial for the success of the project; it should also be done in advance, before the execution phase of the project. One informant has a less than perfect experience in this regard:

“Off course I know that you can’t foresee everything and that some problems are always bound to happen, but by a thorough preparation you can try to minimize such problems. It goes too far to assign blame to anybody in particular, but more research should have been done in the preparation phase” [R62: p. 70].

Forecasting thus is a vital element in managing projects, especially in the start-up phase of the project, in which it is crucial for the success of the project that the project manager has a clear understanding and vision of the project’s timeline and where it is heading.

4.1.4. Budgeting

The final important activity which we distinguished in
this domain concerns budgeting. This practice pertains to the budget that is awarded to the project and the guarding thereof, and is mentioned in 23 interviews. The following quotation illustrates the centrality of budgeting to managing projects:

“The most important point [in project management], and I always emphasise this, are finances” [R72: p. 50].

The importance of budgeting for managing projects relates to the nature of projects as temporary, resource-constrained entities [6]. Having to make do with a bounded budget makes the activity of guarding finances crucial:

“So you say: “I’ve got 900 K to 1 million available” and then you see whether you can realize it [the project] within that budget” [R19: p. 10].

Within the boundaries of the budget, however, managing projects is about the careful allocation of resources, and the project manager generally has discretion in this process:

“And you have that freedom. Off course, a 100 K is a 100 K, but within that 100 K you have room for manoeu- vring between different options” [R67: p. 86].

Completing the list of activities which seem to predominantly constitute managing process in practice, budgeting is an important activity in which project managers engage.

4.2. Managing People

The second domain of practices we identified in the narratives of project managers concerns what we deem managing people. This domain is constituted in three practices: communicating face-to-face, giving responsibility, and team building.

4.2.1. Communicating Face-to-Face

The third most prevalent practice we encountered in our analyses of the narratives of our informants concerns what we deem communicating face-to-face (N = 50). Communicating face-to-face comprises minute activities such as communicating transparently, meeting and consulting with project workers, and listening (Appendix). The following quotation from one informant illustrates the important place of communicating within the realm managing projects:

“Communication is very important, you need to make a communication plan to inform the people directly related to the project but also surrounding the project of what is happening and what will happen” [R16: p. 42].

Project managers communicate during meetings and moments of informal communication about their plans, decisions, and progress. Furthermore, they discuss personal problems, gear tasks to one another, and communicate agreements with project members. As one informant explains, this needs to be done face-to-face:

“You have to do this [communicating] in a very personal way, in other words you need to take the time to explain every worker, every manager, what needs to be done and give them time to react” [R63: p. 128].

Communication is often aimed to create an atmosphere of transparency, which helps to gain support. One informant illustrates this by the following anecdote:

“Many parties in the project were irritated by the attitude of the Norwegian representative [...] and this clearly limited the progress on the project. I then went to Norway and took him to a small bar in Trondheim. At a certain moment, I reached the situation in which I could ask him what he thought the group thought of him. I noticed that he was now open to feedback, and that he noticed himself that his behavior was unproductive [...] In that small bar I connected with him, as it were [...]” [R57: p. 85].

The above excerpt nicely illustrates how communicating face-to-face has added value over other forms of communication, and how it entails more than just sending information; it also forms much of the glue that keeps the project venture together. Moreover, it should be noted that communicating face-to-face is a two-way process: it involves listening as well as sending information.

4.2.2. Giving Responsibility

The practice that we deem giving responsibility was mentioned by 44 of the project managers in our sample. Giving responsibility comprises activities such as delegating, asking project workers for help, and asking for input (see Appendix).

The following quotation by one of the informants illustrates this practice:

“I can’t decide anything without them [the project team members]. They have the specific knowledge. I know a lot about the organization and I have many contacts, but when I have to advise the board [...] I need input from my project team to compose an email or to ‘escalate’ as we call it. We recently had problems in the training module. It was a technical problem of which Peter, one of the trainers, knows a lot. I needed to escalate this problem, but I needed him in order to handle this properly” [R61: p. 38].

In other words, an important element in giving responsibility concerns the fact that project managers are not necessarily content experts on the projects they manage [24]. Giving responsibility is also a practice which project managers consciously perform as a tactic to increase involvement. As one informant mentions:

“When you attribute responsibility low in the project organization, people will feel involved in it” [R29: p. 188].

4.2.3. Team Building

Team building is mentioned by 49 of the project manag-
ers as being an important practice in managing projects. Team building involves activities such as motivating, creating support, the management of uncertainty and stress, coaching of workers and the management of conflict (see Appendix). As such, it stresses the “human” or “social” side of managing projects [29]. As one informant indicates:

“Every four weeks or so [...] I try to meet with the project team in the cafeteria to have a beer together. At Christmas or Easter or so, I also try to do something different for the project team, be it just passing around chocolate. Such small things are always highly appreciated. The fact that people feel ‘we are a team’, ‘we do this for one another’, ‘we help one another’... that’s what I always try to inspire” [R52: p. 112].

The above excerpt nicely illustrates the importance project managers attribute to the “soft side” of managing projects. In general, there is a broad consensus among the informants we interviewed that team building is an important activity in the managing of projects and that it pays off, in the sense that it leads to a good atmosphere, commitment and motivated project workers.

4.3. Managing the Environment

The third domain we identified in the narratives of project managers, managing the environment of the project, is built up from two practices performed by project managers, which we deem representing and politicking.

4.3.1. Representing

One repertoire of activities we identified in the narratives of the project managers we interviewed concerns what we label representing (N = 47). Representing is about representing the project and its progress toward external stakeholders such as line managers in the external organization and the board. It includes activities such as communicating externally, creating external support for the project, and involving external parties in the project (Appendix). The rationale for representing the project to external parties lies in creating legitimacy and support for the project. In the words of one of the informants in our sample, this is important because of the role of the external line organizations in decisions pertaining to the project:

“When decisions are being taken, the project manager generally does not have a hierarchical line within the organizations that take part in the project. That is one of the first things you need to deal with. Besides the daily manpower that you need to shape the project, there needs to be in place a consultative structure with people who do have a hierarchical line within the organization. Generally, these are administrators of the organizations concerned” [R72: p. 23].

This dependency on a great many outside parties makes it important for project managers to realize how their project relates to other projects and processes that extend beyond the project itself. From these circumstances arises the importance of representing the project to external stakeholders. In representing, it seems important to use politicking strategies (practice six discussed below) when engaging the environment.

It seems, then, from our data that one aspect of managing projects concerns representing the project to its environment, in order to claim a work force, and gain support and legitimacy among external stakeholders. This emphasizes yet again the importance of external context for issues taking place within project ventures [4].

4.3.2. Politicking

Politicking, the display of political behavior, was mentioned by 44 project managers in our study. It consists of activities such as lobbying for support, networking, negotiating, manipulating, and influencing actors in the project’s environment (see Appendix). The importance of politicking in managing projects is well captured in the words of the following informant:

“This is a very important quality of project management...because you work with so many partners, you in this line of work need to constantly think about ‘what does the other think?’, ‘what are the other’s interests?’ because they all have their own agendas with respect to developments. This is important, that you during a conversation are able to think in terms of ‘he’s saying this, but what he actually means is that, and this is what he wants to get out of it’. So you always need to think carefully before bringing people together. What are the interests and what do you want to get out of it? Actually, you need to manipulate people without saying that you are manipulating, and without showing that you do” [R37: p. 61].

The above is a clear illustration of the political processes that project managers constantly engage in. For project managers this is likely compounded by them dealing with so many interdependent actors simultaneously [29]. An interesting predicament, then, concerns how project managers can deal with these many, and often conflicting interests, while under time pressure and keeping the pace (mentioned above). One informant has an interesting take on this:

“Still I thought it would be impossible to include 500 people, so what we did was we picked out the biggest critics and involved only those. And with that I mean not the [profanity] because you have those everywhere, but the people who have been working here for some years and who are in good standing with their colleagues, but who often comment critically on things. Those people we
showed the new design” [R50: p. 47].

Essentially, this approach is reminiscent of Eisenhardt’s [45] work on how managers make fast decisions in high velocity environments by involving a relatively small group of key informants in decision making. This practice thus seems germane to managing projects as well. As such, the practice of politicking thus seems to enable project managers to manage contradictory tensions in short time periods, and get a grip on processes and decisions which are formally out of their control. The central position of politicking within the managing of projects was shared broadly among our informants.

4.4. Managing Information

The fourth and final domain of practices we identified concerns the managing of information, which is constituted in one practice, namely integrating knowledge and information.

Integrating Knowledge and Information

An important activity which we distinguished in the narratives of the project managers we interviewed concerns integrating knowledge and information. This practice was mentioned by 35 informants, and pertains to activities such as bringing together information, codifying, and doing (preliminary) research (see Appendix). The central place of such activities in project management is well captured in the words of the following informant:

“My way [of managing projects] is by bringing together information. So that everybody has their say, that the weaker parties in the process have their own roles, [...] protecting everybody’s perspective from being ridiculed... so the bringing together of all kinds of information in good harmony” [R73: p. 98].

Presumably, integrating information and knowledge is a particularly important aspect of managing projects because capturing knowledge is generally regarded as a major challenge in projects [46] and projects generally comprise many diverse skills and knowledge bases [47]. The following quotation is illustrative of the latter:

“What makes it hard is that every solution must be integrated, in other words, that it must be looked at from every important perspective. Every perspective has certain pros and cons and certain consequences. It takes skill to judge which of these pros and cons and consequences are most important in order to in the end make a certain choice” [R53: p. 12].

A central place within the management of projects is thus awarded to the integration of knowledge and information of the diverse knowledge bases involved in the project, and the careful weighing of different bits of information by its relevance for the project.

In sum, the above set of four domains, and the 10 practices which constitute them in practice, forms the performative dimension of project management, how it is enacted by human agents. As mentioned, this set is neither exhaustive nor mutually exclusive. In our view, however, they together do begin to offer an interesting insight in how action is shaped in projects. We will in the following elaborate on this point, and discuss what these practices together imply for our broader understanding of project-based organization.

5. Discussion

Our results have a number of direct theoretical implications. We will elaborate these implications below, and position them as theoretical building blocks for a practice-perspective of project-based organization, as an alternative to those theoretical assumptions underlying what we deemed the traditional project management paradigm above.

5.1. Building Block 1: Managing Projects Is about Planning and Control—But Only Partly So

A finding which flows rather directly from the practices we found pertains to the supposed predominance of planning and control within project-based organization. As mentioned, the traditional paradigm has thus far set forth that planning and control are the core tasks of project managers [5]. Our findings on the prevalence of project practices offer a more fine-grained perspective.

Specifically, our results indicate that practices which we would associate with “hard” planning and control (i.e. managing process: setting the pace, taking action, forecasting, budgeting) together only account for 4 out of the 10 practices that were mentioned by our informants. This holds when one takes into account their relative weight (in terms of the amount of times that one of these practices was mentioned in the narratives, as a proportion of the total amount of times all practices were mentioned: 181/450 = 40.2%). This implies that besides planning, other practices are important as well. Three of these that stand out in our findings concern the management of people (associated with the practices communicating face-to-face, giving responsibility, team building), the management of knowledge and information (associated with the practice by the same label) and the management of the project environment (associated with the practice of representing and politicking). These seem well in line with the view of projects as temporary organizational forms that has been forwarded recently [10], of which it is a given that they involve people, that knowledge is crucial for their competitive advantage, and that they are embedded in an external environment [4]. Moreover, our results indicate that all these practices are highly inter-
connected: in fact, planning and control seem to be reciprocally reinforced by the other practices such as team building and politicking, of which it cannot be separated. Seeing projects as practice thus goes one step further in acknowledging the project as temporary organizational arena, by demonstrating that project managers besides planning and controlling work not only also have an obligation toward project participants (people), but to knowledge management, and the environment as well.

Therefore, a first building block for a practice perspective of project-based organization concerns that the core of managing projects is not just limited to a management of process, but includes activities pertaining to people, knowledge and the environment as well.

5.2. Building Block 2: Project Practices Are Situated in Specific Types of Projects

As was mentioned, the traditional paradigm in project management has proposed all projects to be unique, implying little variation between different kinds [38]. In contrast, we distinguished between the different kinds of projects our informants managed along multiple dimensions, and studied the extent to which there were associations between these project contingencies (duration, uniqueness of tasks, and organizational status) and the kind of practices being mentioned. We found that of these three project contingencies, duration yielded the most significant differences. We thus focus our discussion on this project contingency.

**Figure 1** presents the amount of times the practices setting the pace, budgeting, communicating face-to-face, and giving responsibility were mentioned by project managers in respectively short (≤ 6 months), middle (7 - 15 months), and long duration projects (≥15 months). The other practices did not significantly co-vary with project duration or the other project contingencies. Our tentative conclusion toward these practices (taking action, team building, representing, politicking, forecasting, and integrating knowledge and information) is that they are reasonably universal over unique and repetitive projects, intra- and inter-organizational projects, and projects of different duration.

With regard to setting the pace, communicating face-to-face and giving responsibility, **Figure 1** indicates that they show a similar pattern: they are most prevalent in projects of intermediate duration, and least prevalent in projects of short duration. We assume that this is the case since in projects of very short duration there is not the time, the room, or the inclination, to engage in high frequency managerial activity, as presumably everything is geared toward completing the project task [48]. Although we would have expected, based on this reasoning, to find setting the pace to be relatively more prevalent in short duration projects, one possible explanation it is not.

---

**Figure 1. Differences in practice prevalence by project duration.**
might be that in projects of such short duration, the deadline is obvious and visible to everybody, and needs therefore little planning, or extra managerial activity [18]. An alternative explanation might be that this planning activity in short duration projects is done beforehand by the parent organization, and is therefore no task of the project manager. In long duration projects, the other extreme, the pressure to engage in excessive managerial activity might be relatively lower than in short and intermediate duration projects. Taking setting the pace again as case in point, it might well be that because in long duration projects there is a longer and more complex time planning involved (which might be subject to change during the project as well), we see relatively more setting the pace activity here than in short duration projects. However, some of the room to engage in this activity in longer duration projects might be offset by the lower time pressure these projects are under, which would dampen the need to engage in a high intensity of project practices. In projects of intermediate duration, these two then come together, because there is on the one hand both the room and inclination to engage in communicating, giving responsibility and setting the pace behavior (as in long duration projects), and on the other hand there is also time pressure which forces project managers to engage in high frequency activity to reach project goals (as in short duration projects). An exception to this pattern concerns budgeting, the prevalence of which increases monotonically with longer project duration. We assume that this might be due to the fact that many of our informants indicated that in contrast to the other practices, budgeting is an activity they mainly engaged in at the beginning of the project, and therefore not under influence of project dynamics taking place after this time. It makes sense, however, that this early-phase budgeting is more complicated for longer, more elaborate projects, which would explain our finding.

In any case, in contrast to the traditional project management paradigm, our findings imply that certain practices co-vary with project contingencies. Therefore, the more general implication of the above analyses would be that project practices can be specifically situated in particular types of projects.

5.3. Building Block 3: Managing Projects Is an Activity Aimed at a Continuous Recoupling of Diverse Practices

We found that the practices we identified on the one hand show a high degree of diversity, yet there are also places where they overlap. Politiicking and representing, for instance, seem to closely relate to one another under managing the environment, as often project managers appear to represent (i.e. engage the environment) by politicking (influencing relevant stakeholders). The means by which this happens concerns yet another closely related practice, namely communicating face-to-face (managing people). In other respects, however, there seem tensions between practices: between taking action and giving responsibility, for instance, which project managers need to closely balance; giving responsibility in order to increase involvement, while taking action in order to move things along. In addition, project managers on the one hand engage in team building activities in order to create support and build a cohesive team, yet on the other hand need to strictly set the pace, to make sure deadlines are met.

The overall picture that emerges is one of project managers struggling to deal with the complex tasks, high interdependence and time pressure that together constitute the “messiness” of project life [47]. This clearly contrasts the traditional project management paradigm, which, as mentioned, proposes projects to be highly mouldable and transparent [11]. Our results rather indicate that by engaging in many different practices, often not sequentially but simultaneously, project managers try to come to terms with the complexity and social ambiguity of project work. It seems then, that managing projects is to a large extent about keeping some degree of overall coherence and integration over sometimes diverse and contradictory, yet at other times partly overlapping activities, which are at constant risk of disengagement and fragmentation [49]. Our results thus imply that from a practice perspective, project organization as it is enacted by project managers might correctly be seen as an activity, one geared toward a constant coupling and recoupling of diverse practices over time, into a coherent role which others view as that of project manager.

5.4. Building Block 4: Projects Act as Temporary Points of Intersection for Social Practice

Our results finally indicate that a practice theory of project-based organization should be sensitive to the role of the project as context in which practices take shape. We mentioned how the traditional project management paradigm has thought of a project as a “phenomenon isolated from its history, stripped of its contemporary social and spatial context and independent of the future” [46: p. 1492]. The practice perspective we adopted offers an alternative view of projects as context, by acting as a temporary point of intersection for a wide range of social practices [49]. We just demonstrated that some practices are situated in specific kinds of projects. This implies how temporary organizational work settings constitute the social arenas in which project activities gain their meaning. As such, a project, as a contextual practice arena, recursively shapes and is shaped by project practice [12] and is therefore vital to the functioning and understanding of project practices. Our final alternative assumption, then,
holds that practices can only be understood in the project context, which acts as a temporary point of intersection for social practice.

5.5. Limitations

Despite our efforts, there are a number of limitations to our study. First, as a preliminary and exploratory endeavour in this terrain, our findings should be regarded as tentative only, and the practices mentioned in the present article are not “all” project managers do. Undoubtedly, they do more. We did not literally ask project managers what they did; we merely let them spontaneously narrate about a critical event in a recent project, and systematically analyzed the activities they mentioned. By this approach we hope to have gained a more in-depth perspective on what it is project managers actually do, compared to the aforementioned other methodological approaches in which respondents are presented with a pre-defined list of activities to choose from [20]. Our methodological approach also has a downside, however, in that certain practices which are “too obvious to mention” might, in fact, not be mentioned in the informant’s narratives. In the end, what our informants told was what they perceived to be their actions in a certain project episode. A third limitation concerns that although we controlled for some project contingencies, we could not include all. After this study, our hunch would be that the prevalence of the practices we found might also differ in different project phases. This is an avenue that future research might consider.

6. Conclusions

The present paper aimed to offer a practice perspective on project-based organization, alternative to the traditional project paradigm rooted in engineering that has dominated this field thus far. As was mentioned, this traditional paradigm has been shown to hinge on a number of implicit theoretical assumptions, namely: 1) the role of the project manager is that of a planner and scheduler; 2) a project can be understood in relative isolation from its history and context; 3) every project is unique; and 4) a project is a tool, and as such highly moldable and transparent. As was mentioned, all of these have been proposed to be problematic in one or more respects [4,5,11].

Our detailed study of 86 project managers yielded 57 activities that shape 10 repertoires of practices they perform. These practices show little overlap with those grounded in the traditional theoretical paradigm [41]. Rather, our findings forward an empirically grounded set of alternative assumptions, namely that managing projects 1) is only partly about planning and scheduling, and comprises many other activities in multiple domains as well; 2) is locally situated in specific types of projects; 3) is an activity aimed at a continuous recoupling of diverse practices; and 4) is shaped by project contexts, which act as temporary points of intersection for social practice.
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Appendix

Repertoires of practices and associated activities shaping project management.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Domain/practice</th>
<th>Activities shaping Practice</th>
<th>N</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Managing process</td>
<td>1. Setting the pace: Keeping time; Setting deadlines; Ensuring entrainment; Pacing; Timing; Thinking ahead</td>
<td>55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2. Taking action: Making decisions, taking the plunge; Taking charge; Prioritising; Sanctioning; Ordering, Structuring; Troubleshooting; Giving account; Keeping right direction; Keeping control; Keeping overview</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3. Forecasting: Planning; scheduling</td>
<td>43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4. Budgeting: Guarding budget</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Managing people</td>
<td>5. Communicating face-to-face: Communicating transparently; Listening; Sensing; Meeting, consulting; Chairing Meetings</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6. Giving responsibility: Delegating; Asking for help; Asking for input</td>
<td>44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>7. Team Building: Composing teams; Creating support; Joking; Motivating; Creating consensus; Pleasing; Creating commitment; Managing uncertainty/stress; Coaching; Managing conflict</td>
<td>49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Managing the environment</td>
<td>8. Representing: Involving external parties; Making people available for project; Communicating externally; Creating external support</td>
<td>47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>9. Politicking: Lobbying; Influencing; Carefully choosing key informants in Decision Making; Negotiating; Manipulating; Networking; Persuading</td>
<td>44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Managing information</td>
<td>10. Integrating knowledge and information: Bringing together information; Evaluating; Codifying; Doing (preliminary) research</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>